AI Based Candidate Recommendation Platform
Backed by

In the war for talent, the dynamics of hiring have changed

Growing demand for good talent and traditional processes has lead to a high

Turnaround Time
affecting today’s dynamic businesses

Proliferation of technologies & skill sets have increased the complexity in

Matching
Candidates to Jobs

Numerous application channels hampers the

Candidate Experience
resulting in poor talent branding

85.7% of organisations consider Talent Acquisition as a pertinent problem - State of Talent Acquisition in India, Mettl Report 2018

However, most talent acquisition organisations are not leveraging recent
technological advancements. Instead they resort to…..
Consultancies

Job Boards

For outsourcing the complex
recruitment process

For diverse candidate
sourcing & scouting

Recruiters
For more human effort in
screening & shortlisting

ATS
For increased process
efficiency

And these measures are
accompanied with increased
Interviews Per Hire
Precious work hours of interviewers compromised

Cost Per Hire

Turnaround Time

Unnecessary allocation of company funds

Delay in closing positions affects company growth

75.4% of organisations are expected to increase hiring budget by more than 20% - State of Talent Acquisition in India, Mettl Report 2018

with its Smart Hiring Solution enables organisations to evolve from
the ‘How’ to the ‘Who’
i.e Process Automation to Candidate Identification

85% Accuracy

40% Lesser Interviews

2.2x Conversions

Parsing & Indexing

Intelligent Matching

Self Learning

Reads more than 8 resume file types

‘Thinks like a recruiter’

Reinforced dynamic learning

Deciphers complex formats - tabular,
image, scans

Candidates scored on education,
experience and skill levels

Improves parsing and matching
accuracies over time

Trained with 20M resumes to bucket,
index and stack rank candidates

Much beyond a keyword search

Learns the organizations’s hiring
pattern & the industry trends

Relevant Skills: Data scientist but ex-java
developer would not have Java as core skill

Allied Skills: Never miss out a Business
Development Manager for a Sales role

Recruiter Actions: Shortlisting and rejections
helps to fine-tune the recommendations

offers additional AI-enabled features
1. Skillate Smart AI Chatbot
Talks to candidates to find active job
seekers and auto screen them
Updates candidate information and helps
to keep the repository fresh
Improves candidate experience and
company’s talent branding

offers additional AI-enabled features
Job Description

2. Skillate AI JD Assistant

20
Research user base and draw key insights that will influence design.

Scans job description to suggest
approaches to help write the JD better
Parse JD for better candidate screening
and recommendation
Incentivise right talent to apply for the job

Define the design solution that the product presents.
Explore multiple approaches to the design problem and arrive at the most elegant,
intuitive solution.
Research and create novel interfaces that seamlessly combine 2D and 3D
experiences on the web, mobile and VR platforms.
Define interaction models and user flows.
Define the logical progression of the product from one screen to the next.
Create wireframes, mockups, storyboards, flow diagrams and information
architecture.

Skillate JD Score

Good

Job description is too short
Not enough is written on roles and
responsibilities
Mention specific tools or projects that a
candidate will be working on
Following information about candidate’s
qualification is missing
Degree requirement
Specialization
Institute type
Not enough is written on desired
expertise requirement
Mention specific skills or tools a
candidates should already know

offers additional AI-enabled features

3. Skillate AI Deduplication
Resume 1
Automatically suggest resumes as
duplicate from the resume content.

Resume 2
Skillate AI Deduplication

Avoid conflicts with agencies, reduces
hassle for company recruiters.
Simplify hiring workflow by saving time
and money

Duplicate

empowers organisations to improve the 4 KPIs of recruiting
The Planning Metric

The Efficiency Metric

The Sourcing Metric

The Process Metric

Time to Fill

Time to Hire

Interviews / Hire

Reduction in Screening time and
Interview time helps to finalise the
candidates faster

Mail tracking system helps to close
the offer sooner

Qualified
Candidates / Hire
Social Media Mapping helps to
shortlist more candidates

Intelligent matching engine suggests
the most relevant candidates for the
job

Enhance Experience

50%

How?
Decrease dependancy on job boards & agencies
Rediscover dormant candidates from database
Eliminate screening & shortlisting time of recruiters

45%

Reduce interview time of hiring managers
Increased qualified and converted candidates
Optimize candidate engagement & follow-ups

Candidates
Recruiters
Hiring Managers
Employees

“A great tools that enhances candidate experience and also fastens-up the recruitment process by reduced TAT & a better hit ratio”
Dr. C. Jayakumar, HR Head, L&T Construction

combines deep domain knowledge, sophisticated analytics tools &
proven technology to arrive at the ‘Who’

AI Chatbot
Updates details & finds
active job-seekers

gets motivation with its happy customers

Integrates with
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